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ABSTRACT
Passwords have always been the dominant method of information system user authentication. The level of security provided by passwords has been an ongoing concern. Strong security requirements mandate that users are issued passwords of sufficient length and with sufficient variability in characters, but these passwords tend to be difficult to remember. Conversely, when users select their own, more easily-remembered passwords, the passwords may also be easier to violate or “crack.” The proposed study presents a new approach to entering passwords, which combines a high level of security with easy recall for the user. The Check-Off Password System (COPS) is more secure than user-selected password systems, as well as high-protection, assigned password systems. However, we hypothesize that users will prefer this system to traditional assigned-password systems despite the more cognitively involved input mechanism, because it is easier to recall the COPS “password.” Our findings will establish COPS as a valid alternative to current user authentication systems.

BACKGROUND
Despite continuing improvements in computer and network technology, computer security continues to be a concern. At the recent 2002 PC Expo, 74% of respondents stated that they would be working on computer security in 2003, and 80% consider security products a “hot” technology (Ames, 2002). A recent study found that the average cost of security breaches is currently $193,000 (Yager, 2002). This survey also reported that 24% of IT leaders are delaying deployment of Web services and 18% are delaying the implementation of wireless networks due to security concerns (Yager, 2002). In a different study, 90% of respondents detected computer security breaches within the last twelve months, but only 34% of intrusions were reported to law enforcement (Computer Security Institute, 2002).

One of the causes of these security breaches is the lack of effective user authentication, primarily due to poor password system management. Poor password practices occupy the number 2 spot on the Top 20 list of General Vulnerabilities (The SANS Institute, 2002). Yet even with today’s high-speed computers, an eight-character password can be very secure indeed. If a Pentium 4 processor can test 8 million combinations per second, breaking an eight-character password would take more than 13 years on average (Lemos, 2002). Clearly, the potential for password security is not fully utilized.

Password Strategies
The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) publication 112 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1985) includes requirements for different levels of password security. At the highest level, these criteria include passwords with 6 to 8 characters composed from the full 95 printable character ASCII set. Furthermore, the guidelines specify using an automated password generator, individual ownership of passwords, use of non-printing keyboards, encrypted password storage, and encrypted communications with message numbering. The theoretical number of passwords is approximately $6.7 \times 10^{15} (= 95^6 + 95^5 + 95^4)$. However, to utilize the full set of characters, all non-alphanumeric characters must have an equal chance of selection as the alphanumeric characters. But passwords with non-alphanumeric characters can be hard to remember. Consider, for example, passwords such as “swF0le;” or “>Fc"Yjz”. To avoid having to use such awkward passwords, we have devised a new password interface for user authentication, described below.

When allowed to select their own password, users tend to select passwords which may be easy to remember, but may also be easy to crack. On the other hand, when they are assigned a cryptographically strong password, users will generally find them difficult to remember, and will frequently record them in writing. To remedy these potential security problems, various strategies are currently used. Some organizations attempt to reduce the number of passwords needed by using a single sign-on system (SSO) (Boroditsky & Plet, 2001). Others are researching the possibility of using graphical mechanisms (Real User Corporation, 2002) (Bolande, 2000) (Jermyn, Mayer, Monrose, Reiter, & Rubin, no date) or combining passwords with keystroke dynamics (Monrose, Reiter, & Wetzel, 1999). Organizations can instruct their members in the proper selection of passwords to varying degrees, from simple instructions regarding the minimum number of positions and the minimum variability of characters, to extensive instructions and even feedback mechanisms where weak passwords are rejected immediately (Bergadano, Criso, & Ruffo, 1998) (Jianxin, 2001). Weirich and Sasse (2001) advocate proper instruction and motivation of users, as well as a flexible approach depending on the organization and type of work for which the security is needed.

In a study of password usage, Adams and Sasse (1999) identified the following four factors that negatively influence the use of passwords:

- the need to remember multiple passwords due to the use of different passwords for different systems and the requirement to change passwords at intervals;
- lack of user awareness regarding the requirements for secure password content;
- perceived lack of compatibility of passwords with work practices; and
- incorrect user perception of organizational security and information sensitivity.

Though the latter three factors can be remedied with organizational measures such as review of password policies and user education, the first factor remains grounded in the limitations of human memory. Since the number of secure systems used by each individual is bound to increase rather than decrease, memory limitations must be accommodated.
HUMAN MEMORY

A heuristic for the capacity of the human short-term memory system states that an individual can recall seven plus or minus two (7 ± 2) chunks of information (Miller, 1956). This rule of thumb applies only to information to be recalled for relatively brief periods without rehearsal. Information can be maintained for longer periods of time, but elaborate rehearsal is required for transfer to long-term memory (Hewett, 1999) (Newell & Simon, 1972). A recent model describes a working memory, which is part of the larger memory system and not distinct from long-term memory (Anderson, 1994). In this model, memory limitations also depend on the ability to retrieve information from long-term storage to working memory. Regardless of the cognitive model, a capacity limitation exists. The proposed password system addresses this memory capacity limitation by offering a process that is easier than FIPS-compliant password systems, yet is more secure.

THE CHECK-OFF PASSWORD SYSTEM (COPS)

Traditional password systems either assign an ordered series (sequence) of characters which may or may not spell something meaningful to the user, or users are allowed to select their own ordered sequence of characters. In either case, the order of the characters is significant and must be maintained. A strength of the Check-Off Password System (COPS) is that the order of characters within the password is irrelevant, and therefore the user can choose to remember them in any way possible.

COPS balances the security of system-selected passwords with the memorability of meaningful character combinations. It assigns each user a set of 8 different characters (the “COPS password”) selected from the sixteen most commonly used lower case characters (AskOxford.com, 2002) (the “COPS Superset”), including all five major vowels (a i o n s l c u d p h g). The user is able to form any word or words from these 8 characters, and may use any of the characters more than once in doing so. For example, suppose a user were issued the characters, “ulatsreg” (in no particular order), which we will refer to as the “Example Password.” Using the characters in the Example Password, one user might form the compound word “starglue” in order to remember the eight characters, whereas another user may select “gluerats,” “slugtarears,” or “restugulae.” In other words, while the Example Password (and every COPS password) consists of a random selection of 8 alphabetic characters without repetition, users may reorder those characters (and use characters more than once) to form their own “password” (similar to an anagram) to facilitate recall. The user may even use characters not found in the COPS Superset (b f y w k v z j q) to form a memorable password, since those characters will not be included on the input interface (the COPS selection grid, as described below). For example, by using the “b” character, a music aficionado could form the password “greatblues” from the Example Password. Finally, an automated password generator might include a facility for suggesting words from a dictionary.

To authenticate the user, COPS presents an 8-by-7 grid of checkboxes, each with a character randomly selected from the COPS Superset. The user checks off only the boxes showing the assigned characters in the COPS password. With 56 grid cells (boxes) and only 16 characters to choose from, characters will appear more than once, requiring an average of 3.5 check-offs.

Consider the Example Password again (“ulatsreg”). To enter the password, the user would be presented with a grid such as the one shown in Figure 1 below, which demonstrates a failed attempt to enter the Example Password. To successfully enter the Example Password, the user would need to check the box for every “u” appearing in the grid (i.e., three checkboxes with a “u” would need to be checked), and the user would need to check the box for every “t” appearing in the grid (i.e., four checkboxes with an “T”), etc. If the user fails to successfully check all of the necessary boxes, she will be presented with a new grid in a randomized layout (which will almost certainly be different than the preceding layout). In Figure 1, the user has neglected to check off the “s” box in the fourth row of the second column. The login attempt will fail, and on the next attempt, a completely new grid layout will be presented.

Figure 1: Representative COPS Selection Grid

Without the ever-changing grid interface, the number of possible combinations would be no higher than C(16,8) or 12,870, because the presence of one instance of a character would determine the result for all other instances of the same character. In other words, if one “t” is selected, all other boxes with a “t” on the same interface should also be selected. Even with a new layout on each login attempt, a human cracker can manually try to enter all 12,870 combinations, because he can see the characters in the checkboxes. Of course, time considerations would make this impractical. A computer can run through combinations much faster, but if the characters are blended into a background graphic for each new login interface, the computer could only “see” them with Optical Character Recognition (OCR). This is much more processor-intensive than entering a simple string. As long as the layouts are randomly generated and OCR cannot be used effectively, the number of possible combinations with 56 check-off boxes either selected or not selected will remain 2^56 or 7.2 x 10^16.

Although the semi-self-selected passwords using COPS are easy to remember, the system also requires user input which is more cognitively challenging than traditional password systems. If only one check-off box is erroneously missed or selected, an entirely new check-off grid must be generated and completed, thereby increasing the cognitive load of the activity. This may generate resistance to adoption on the part of the system user. In new technology implementations, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) indicates that perceived ease of use (PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU) are considered antecedents of intention to use, which in turn is an antecedent to actual use (Davis, 1989). Therefore, it is imperative that we test the PEOU and PU of COPS in order to evaluate its actual potential as a preferable alternative to current user authentication methods.

PROPOSAL AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the efficacy of COPS, we will conduct a controlled empirical study of COPS and existing alternatives, comparing user perceptions and measures of efficiency. Users will be experienced system users who have previously used multiple password systems. Treatment groups include those with (1) self-selected passwords without restrictions, (2) system-assigned passwords from the list of common passwords found in Spafford (1988), (3) system-assigned passwords following the FIPS standard for high protection (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1985), and (4) system-assigned “passwords” in the Check-Off Password System (COPS). Standard pre-test and post-test research instruments for the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), modified as appropriate, will be applied to the various treatment groups, and short-term and medium-term recall performance will be measured. Results will be evaluated with standard tests of variance and covariance to determine the effectiveness of each password strategy in terms of both performance and user acceptance. Whereas COPS may be mathematically more secure than the alternatives, the research questions are: (1) to what extent will users accept this system, and (2) will users be able...
to successfully remember their COPS password and be able to log into the system? We will also employ software routines to attempt to crack the COPS password-protected systems and compare those results to the results from similar tests performed on the alternative password systems.

When completed, this study will expand our knowledge of password system acceptance by users by comparing users’ perceptions of various alternatives along with the effectiveness of each system as a strong user authentication protocol. Only when viewed in their entirety can the alternative techniques be reasonably compared. The results of this study will be reported at the conference.
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